Mercedes CL Class CL65 AMG CL 2dr

General Info
Engine:

£29,925

Vehicle Features
6.0 Petrol Automatic

Price:

Not Specified

£29,925

Body Type:

2 Dr Coupe

Owners:
Mileage:
Reg Date:

92,536
September 2008 (58)

Colour:

Black

Vehicle Description
R&W are delighted to offer this beautiful Mercedes CL65 AMG presented in Obsidian black metallic with black extended nappa
leather. It has been serviced to date at 18k, 29k, 50k, 67k by main dealer and specialist at 80k, 83k, 86k, 90k, and a recent This
beauty had a list price of £156,495 and has every conceivable factory option. It has been loved very much by its last owner and enjoys
a comprehensive service record to date and has been maintained regardless of cost. In the last 20k miles this vehicle has had a lot
of remedial work carried out to ensure it remains fit for purpose, at 67k it had a new Hydroneumatic unit by the main dealer, it has
also had a new power steering rack, new power steering pump, new engine mounts at 86k, it has just had the spark plugs replaced
at 87k with new ignition coils, new radar sensors for the cruise control, new amplifiers for the stereo system, new parking brake
module, new steering angle sensors, new wiper motor mechanism, new brake discs and pads at 87k. The specification is also
phenomenal with the AMG drivers assistance package, Distronic radar cruise control, Night vision, Refrigerator between the rear
seats, Linguatronic, reversing camera,tyre pressure monitoring system, Black extended quilted leather, black ash wood trim, Alarm,
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